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Into the BadJands·
UCF film alw:nnus travels
-to Utah, creates a fihn and
podcast-SEEN~,A2

A crop of seniors play their final game
against UAB on Saturday - SEE SPORTS,As
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Specialized study areas part of new tradition

•

CARMEN CARROQUINO
StaffWriter ·

'

With finals week approaching, the Student Union is looking start a new tradition.
Starting Dec. 7 and ending
Dec.,12, the Union will be open
24 hours for finals week. ·
Adam Giery, special projects coordinator for the Student Union, came up with the
idea and hopes to build a new
tradition for UCF students.
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Giery said the union is the
center of student traffic on
campus and is th~ perfect facility to host the event.
"The library is so overwhelming and crowded for
students, while the Union
. offers a student-friendly environment, with ample space
and more food options," Giery
said.
Going on the notion of a
more casual, laid back atmosphere that is less intimidating,
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Union to study?
www.UCFNews.com

Giery said, "It's all about the
student-friendly
environment:'
Giery said every space of
the Student Union will be
open and available for lastminute cram sessions.
Each floor and room in the
PLEASE SEE
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UCF economists predict slow season
MATTHEW BEATON

•

Staff Writer

As the economy slides
toward an official recession,
two
UCF · economists
declared the inevitable - that
retailers' , most profitable·
shopping season would see a
major decline in sales.
As the celebrat;ed postThanksgiving
shopping
bonanza rapidly approaches,
the two economic exper ts
admonished retailers not to
get their hopes up.
· "I think that it could be
one of the worst fourth quar• ters for retail in decades,"
UCF Director of the Institute
for Economic Competitiveness Sean Snaith said. "The
combination of the stock
market decline ... coupled
with the housing wealth
destroyed ... and rising unemployment and chaos and near
panic in financial markets.
People are not willing to
spend a lot in those kinds of
situations."
Snaith estimated that retail
· sales would be down by at
least 5 percent from last year,
and he speculated that the
percentage decrease could be
far greater than that.
Ev:en the one retail seg-
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Brea~ing
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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WEIGHT WATCHERS
TO HOLD MEETING AT
RESEARCH PARK TODAY
There will be a Weight Watchers
meeting today from 5:15 p.m. to 6:15
p.m. in the Human Research
Department in the University Tech
Center on Research Parkway. Weighins start at'S:15 p.m.
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Tampa police are saddling up and
rewing up to patrol mall parking lots
during the holiday shopping season.
Police spokeswoman Andrea Davis
·says shoppers will see officers on
horseback and motorcydes in parking '
lots'to thwart car burglaries.

•

ASTRONAUTS'TEST FOR
URINE INTO WATER
PROVES.SUCCESSFUL (
After several days without luck,
astronauts finally ran a sutcessful test
on equipment-that turns urine into
·drinking water - a necessity for
supporting the international space
station's crew, which will soon double.
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. ment that stands the greatest
chance to maintain last year's
sales - the discount retail
segment - received Snaith's '
morose outlook.
"I think the discount retail
outlets stand a better chance
.in this kind of environment,"
Snaith said. ..[But], I think
even those chains will see
hits, because people are just
less inclined to buy big screen
· televisions ... when they're
worried about their own econmnic future."
Students were also concerned as they look to spend
their hard-earned dollars this
PLEASE SEE

ECONOMISTS ON A6

Study shows some
colleges view sites

TAMPA POLICE USING
HORSES, MOTORCYCLES
TO COMBAT CRIME ·

NATION & WORLD, A4

PAUL SAKUMA / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Agirl plays in front of a sale sign posted at
clothing store in Daly City, Calif., Monday.

STEFANIE KUNCMAN
Staff Writer

Speakers get a place to _practice·
Library's rooni helps
students self-critique
CARLOS MALDONADO
,

StaffWriter

Public speaking.
Those words often strike
fear in the hearts of many
students faced with presenting in class.
A new ally that might
help in fighting that fear is
coming fro:111 the Library.
On Oct. 15, the Library's
film-viewing room was converted with some new
equipment into the new
video viewing room to aid
in presentation practice.
"Practice is essential to
delivering a good speech,"
speech professor Stephen
Ihde said. "Public speaking

JOHANNA STEWART /CENTRAL FLORIDAFlil\JRE

Room 306 on the 3rd floor of the UCF Library is now a presentation practice room fur students.

is most people's No. 1 fear. ·
Practicing well and reviewing a deli'-'ered speech are
excellent tools to help students improve their public
speaking abilities and combat this fear."

T'ne video viewing room
is on the third floor of the
Library, and students will
have an array of technology
at their disposal for practicPLEASE_ SEE

NEW ON A6

A Kaplan Test Prep and
Admissions survey revealed
that one out of 10 admissions
officers viewed an applicant's social networking site
during
the
admissions
process.
:However, UCF admis.sions officers do not allow a
students' online profile to
have any bearing on whether
they accept or turn down
applicants.
"It is obvious that technology continues to grow,"
Associate Vice President of
Undergraduate Admissions
Gordon Chavis Jr. wrote in
an e-mail. "However, that
does not mean that we must
use all technology that is
available."
The survey included 320
admissions officers from the
nations' top colleges and universities as compiled from
U.S. News & World Report
Ultimate College Guide and
Barron's Profiles ofAmerican
Colleges, according to a

THE GOOD NEWS:
Aquarter of college and university
admission officers who report viewing
applicants' networking sites say that these
viewings have generally had a positive
impact on their evaluation.

THE BAD NEWS:
Agreater percentage (38 percent) report
that applicants' social networking sites
have generally had cl'llegative imJ3act on
their admissions evaluation.
-WWW.KAPLAN.COM

Kaplan·release.
,/'i. quarter of those who
peeked at the online profiles
said viewing the sites had a
positive impact for the stu,dent.
Yet a greater percentage
of the admissions officers, 38
percent, reported these Web
sites were detrimental to
applicants.
"Students. often view
these social networking sites
as personal, and at this point
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
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Weight Watchers meeting tonight

•

'1ttuft

There will be a Weight
Watchers meeting today from
5:15 p.m. to 6:15 p.m. in the
Human Resource Department
in the University Tech Center
on Research Parkway.
The weigh-ins begin at 5:15
p.m. and the meetings start at
5:45p.m.
For more information, contact Debbie Frankenbach at 407823-Zm .
or
e-mail
dfranken@mail.uc£edu.
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The Cmtro/ Florida FuturP i5 the independent. ~entwritten newspaper at the University of Central Rorida.
Opinions in the Futvre are those of the lndiY!dual
<Dloomt and not necesslrily those of the edirorial staff
Of the llnilfflity adminislraticn. All content is propeny of
the Ctntml fbitkI FulutP and may not be reprint8l in part
Of in wholewithout pemi5lion fiom the pubfllher.

NEWSROOM .

Get help on thesis, dissertation
There will be a thesis and
dissertation support ·group
meeting on Monday from 3:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Counseling center.
The meeting will focus on
providing a supportive envi.ro1r
ment for graduate students
going through the thesis or dissertation process.
For more information, contact Larry Marks at 407-823-2811
or
e-mail
counc:ntr@mail.uc£edu.
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Danny Daneau poses during a break he had while \Wl'king on a music video shoot on Saturday. Daneau is CUlfflltly promoting a film he directed and produced titlecH71e Attic Door.
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UCFfilm
alumnus and crew
make pilgrimage to Utah, record !
a podcast and realize a dream I

On Tuesday from noon to 1

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Tampa police to use motorcycles,
horses rn mall shopping lots
TAMPA- Tampa police are
saddling up and revving up to
patrol mall parking lots during
the holiday shopping season.
Police
spokeswoman
Andrea Davis says shoppers
will see officers on horseback
and motorcycles in the parking
lots to try to thwart car burglaries and other crimes.
"Operation Deck the Malls"
was announced Tuesday.
Police figure the lousy economy this year is bound to lead
to more crime. so they're stepping up the parking lot patrols.
Davis says officers in
unmarked cars also will be
around to help out the mounted
patrols.

Cmt says he va.rrts an agreement to
haltforedosures through days
TALLAHASSEE Gov.
Charlie Crist said he wants a
voluntary agreement with
lenders to halt Florida fureclosures at east through the holi-

days.
After meeting Tuesday- with
the president of the Florida _
Bank"ers Association, Crist said
he hoped o announce somethi:ngnext week. Florida had the
third highest foreclosure rate in
e nation last month.
The governor said he's
unsure whether he can order a
moratorium or would need legislacion but that he'd prefer,
instead. to reach an agreement
with bankers.
The presi ent of the
banker"s
association said
bankers are willing to restructure loans for homeowners having difficulty µiaking payments.
Speculators, though. need n
appl}i, he said
•

Florida senator
from Vi • · in

•
•

nuclear sub
po

JACKSONVILLE - US. Sea.
Bill. el&lll says Vuginia officials
are being "a little ~ tor try-

ing to
a ecision to m.ove a
m:iclear aircraft carrier from their
state to Mayport avaI Station in
·c1a.
~ e
n. · ined by Sen. el
Martinez and us. Reps Oln:ine
BrownandAnderCrensbawtokl
a Jacksomille Chamber Comi:nerre rnrmcitt:ee Tuesday they
have a fight on their hands with
the Virginia delegation. which
says the tNj should not spend
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Variety Editor

SEBASTIAN (ltURCH

p.m. in the Recreation and Well-

5841

f

Brian Murphy x215

Manage~ during the holidays
ness Center Classroom, there
will be a session on how to deal
with stress during the holidays.
For more information, contact Health Services at 407-823-

•

Sports Editor

Representatives from the
Recreation and Wellness Center
will be in front of the Library on
Tuesday from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
as part of the library's seinester-long series.
For more information, contactHal Mendelsohn at 407-8233604
or
e-mail
hmendels@mailucf.edu..
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Contributing Writer

When cameras began rolling on The
Attic Door, writer-director Danny

Daneau broke ground in a classic
movie-making place.
The southern steppes of Utah have
been the-life and death of countle$ Hollywood western film shoots from the
John Ford era to Indiana Jones.
During the summer of2006, the UCF
entrepreneurial digital cinema alumnus
and a predominantly UCF-graduated
crew made their pilgrimage and left
their mark in the mythical red clay.
Additional cameras were rolling
behind the scenes as Daneau and his
crew shot the independent feature film.
These belonged to Roman Safiuilin and
Chris Walker who produced. filmed and
edited Behind the Attic Door, a podcast
series walk-through of the film's production phase. The podcast series was
posted on the film's official site www.theatticdoormovie.com.
Known for its catastrophic weather,
the Pariaregion ofUtah was once inhabitecl but the town of Pariah was swept
away in a flash-flood. The film crew was
no luckier as the podcast series captured tribulations of shooting on such a
remote site.
"There is a point where you're into
the film and you have to move forward.
you have to rely on faith because you
can't see what the end is going to look
like,.. Daneau said. "You're at the whim
ofelements you can't control"
Ofthe seven podcasts, episode five
told of the precipitous "Monsoon Season" that the filming crew wa-s caught
in Barely able to maneuver the dry land
to begin with. the crew took a chance in
setting shop aft.er a full night's r.rin
tumecl the streets of nearby Kanab into
ffi'eIS.

"The production faced a halt it
couldn't afford and Danny showed
c:our.ige and dedication in deciding to
go for it." UCF cinema sb.lclies graduate
Walkersaid
Producer Erica Harrell also praised
the director's ability to lead
"His calm demeanor really helped
set the tone for the entire shooting
process, said Harrell. another UCF
Film graduate who moved to Los.Ange-·
les after scoring internshlp: and finally
ajob.
Before Harrell produced The Attic
Door she had producedActsofMercy,
a feature fihn written and directed by
Laura Lopez. Daneaifs fiance. Lopez
also graduated from the UCF Film
program.
Nothingtrumpedthefirst ~of
shooting. though. as a generator
that powereJall1hP lighting~
ment caught: fire and fried under
the scorching desert sun.
"In the morning o the first
day ofproduction, the fiist assis-tant. director Cory Johnson took

me aside and told [Chris and me] not to
fihn while main production was filming," UCF alumnus Safiullin said. "Naturally, we didn't follow his directions."
But much more was happening on
set than flash-floods and combusting
generators. Daneau felt the series was
focused intimately on the crew and cast
of the .f ilm and that the experience was
"a realization of self for a lot ofpeople."
"Television, movies, podcasts, it's all
about conflict, it's all about drama,"
Daneau said "The series had been
about these different conflicts and i ·felt
like we needed one episode about that
something amazing that we were feeling every day."
And thus Episode Six was conceived
to entreat the pathos of the podcasts'
audience.
Although the focus of the series was
a walkabout. the podcast directors
Wa1ker and Safiullin tried to inco~
rate the idea of young filmmakers who
had always dreamed ofmaking a feature
film actually realizing their aspirations.
"Like any sort of story that's about
realizing your dream, when you get
there you come back with a lot more
than just a movie." Daneau said "It's
about something much deepez; it's this
idea ofpurpose."
Following the advice of a friend
familiar with the independent film business, Daneau contacted Safiullin to produce the pod.casts. Daneau said he was
also influenced by the production
diaries of Peter Jackson while making
KmgKang..
"Doing 'webisodes' isn't totally
unique to us, but what I think could be is
this personal story telling about these

independent film makers and these
guys realizing their dreams," Daneau
said
Among

the various UCF alumni that participated, writer and co-producer Eric Ernst
wrote the script with Daneau and cinematographer Scott Ublfelder and production designer Alex Eastwood also
connected to the film through Daneau.
_" I really enjoyed working with
Danny and would work with him on any
other project he does," Uhlfelder said.
always maintained a positive attitude and would somehow be able to
overcome [obstacles] and still make the
film he wanted to make."
As far as the cast, two child actors
Jake Johnson and Madison Davenport
bore the pressure of the entire film. The
direction of the film took the written
characters On'oline and Darrell and fitted thein around the actors Davenport
and Johnson.
"Dealing with only -two child actors
is a difficult task for any director and I
really feel Danny was able to achieve
great performances from both Davenport and Johnson." said Harrell who coowns N'ightlight Productions with
Daneau
Because of cbikl labor laws, restrictions allowed the production crew flexibility during shooting days. Daneau
found himself refJ.ecting often about his
journey to Utah and became enlightened about the uniqu~ess of the film.
"It was this really relaxing meditative thing that I could have happen in
thf! morning." Daneau said. "I realized
the film was turning into something,
and people around me were realizing
the film was turning into something.
something unique."
As for premiers, the .6hn will not be
shown anytime soon. D ~ said he is
banging onto the film because festivaJs
like Sundance and Berlin will usually
not accept films if they have already
been screened.
However, Daneau said UCF will
host the local premier of
the film sometime
next February or

"He

March.
"I want people
to watch the [podcast] series and
feel like [the film]
is their own."
Daneau said "Indie
film is made on audiences who become
invested .in that very
special way. Jt's like an
mdie band. that Indie

band becomes the
band because ofpeople
supporting them and
Indie film is the exact
same way. You're invested in it so you want to
share it. The pod.cast
series really hits that
home.:'"
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undergraduates from schools
across the countryside of Panama.
"They're in it for the experiUCF professors do not just
teach in Central Florida They ence,''. Rabelo said, who is
teach in Daytona and Sanford more used to working with
They teach in Cocoa and Lees- more advanced students.
"Here we are used to workburg. And, as of this fall, a few
teach in Panama, Germany, ing with master's students, but
Austria, Spain and Kenya.
there I had undergrads," RabeLuis Rabelo was one of the lo said. ''You get all of these
five UCF professors chosen as people that have never particiFulbright Scholars and given pated in research to particigrants to conduct research and pate."
Rabelo said that his team's
lecture overseas. Rabelo, a
graduate of the Technological goal is to find tools that the
University of Panama in Pana- industry can use to increase
ma City, returned to the city of profitability and simplify their
his alma mater this fall to con- operations.
duct research and lecture on
He will return to Panama at
the topic of industrial opti- the end of February, before his
grant runs out, to observe his
mization
"It was good," Rabelo said team's progress and draw conof his first two months in Pana- clusions based on their
ma. "I had a good plan to con- research.
The U.S. Department of
tribute."
Rabelo has returned to Cen- State awards about 7,000 Fultral Florida, but his research is bright Scholar grants each year
ongoing. His research team, baseq. on academic and profeswhich is studying ways to sional achievements. More
streamline production in sev- than 155 countries participate
eral industries, including in the Fulbright program,
telecommunications, sends according to the State Departhim regular updates via e-mail. ment Web site.
Competition for those 7,000
Rabelo selected his team of
Contributing Writer

)

J

grants runs, especially high
Carol Saunders, a professor
among engineers. However, for the Department of Manaccording to Rabelo, engineer- agement Information Systems,
ing is one of the fields that is lecturing on the organizareceive the lowest amount of tional impacts of information
grants from the Fulbright pro- technology in Vienna, Austria.
gram.
Humberto Campins, a pro"Engineering is one of the fessor for Department of
worst," Rabelo said
Physics, is conducting research
He also said that the appli- in Tenerife, Spain Cam.pins is
cation process was extensive researching low perihelion
and included a full medical near-earth asteroids.
Campins and other profesexamination and a background
check.
sors plan to analyze the comRabelo is the only one ofthe position, size and orbital propfive UCF Fulbright Scholars erties of these asteroids, with
not currently abroad. UCF is the goal of determining where
tied with the University of and how they formed, accordSouth Florida for having the ing to a progress report pubmost Fulbright Scholars of any lished by the American Astrouniversity in the state.
nomical Society in September.
Karen Lee Biraimah, a proEach professor received
fessoi: and chair of the Depart- funding for about four months
ment of Educational Studies, is in which to lecture and conlecturing and conducting duct research.
research in Nairobi, Kenya.
Looking back at his time
Biraimah is
researching abroad,.Robelo saw work as a
teacher education in Kenya's researcher both as an opporturural and nomadic areas.
nity to advance industry in the
Dr. Kelley Melendez, the field of telecommunications,
assistant director for the Col- and as a welcome vacation
lege of Medicine, is in Berlin from teaching.
"It was good to take a break
giving a seminar titled "US.Germany International Educa- and to learn from others," ·
tion Administrators Program." Robelosaid

FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR PROGRAM
The Fulbright Program, the U.S.govemment's flagship program in international
educational exchange, was proposed to the U.S. Congress in 1945 by then freshman
Senator J. William Fulbright of Arkansas. In the aftermath ofWorld War 11, Senator
Fulbright viewed the proposed program as a much-needed vehicle for promoting
"mutual understanding between the people of the United States and the people of
other countries of the world." His vision was approved by Congress and the
program signed into law by PresidentTruman in 1946. ·
Fulbright grants are made to U.S. citizens and nationals of other countries for a
variety of educational activities, primarily university lecturing,advanced research,
graduate study and teaching in elementary and secondary schools. Since the
program's inception, about 279,500 participants - chosen for their academic
merit and leadership potential - with the opportunity to exchange ideas and to
contribute to finding solutions to shared issues.
Of these participants,46,100 have been overseas academics and professionals
who have conducted research or taught in U.S. universities as Fulbright Visiting
Scholars, and more than 44,400 U.S. faculty and professionals who have engaged
in similar activities abroad.

Both U.S. and Visiting Fulbright Scholars lecture or conduct research in a wide
variety of academic and professional fields ranging from journalism and urban
planning to music, philosophy, business administration and zoology.
The Fulbright Program is sponsored by the United States Department of State,
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. Under a cooperative agreement with the
Bureau, the Council for International Exchange of Scholars (CIES) assists in the
administration ofthe Fulbright Scholar Program for faculty and professionals.
-WWW.CIES.ORG
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UCF professors head overseas for Fulbright
JEFF WEINER
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the $500 million to make the
base at the mouth of the St.
Johns River nuclear ready.
"It's a little piggy ofthe Norfolk, Va., delegation to say they
want to have all five nuclear
carriers," Nelson, D-Fla, said
Rear Adm. Joseph Kernan,
commander of the U.S. 4th
Fleet at Mayport, said the Navy
studied the issue thoroughly
before deciding that ·at least
one of the nuclear carriers
should be based at Mayport.
"It's a strategic decision. It
had nothing to do with politics.
It had nothing to do with the
economy," Kernan said, who
noted the West Coast has three
carrier bases.
Florida lawmakers say the
Navy should not put all the
East Coast nuclear carriers in
the Vuginia port because of a
natural disaster, such as a hurricane, or a terrorist attack.
They said the US. should learn
the lesson from Pearl Harbor,
when the Japanese attacked
the Pacific fleet on Dec. 7, 1941
Nelson said the Virginia
carrier base is about 10 miles
from the ocean and· it takes a
carrier about 10 hours to make
its way to sea, while Mayport is
"at the lips at the mouth of the
St. Johns River," and it takes
about an hour before it is at sea

Police say 79-year-old woman
with pre-Alzheimer's not missing
FORT LAUDERDALE • Police in Fort Lauderdal~ say
a 79-year-old woman who has
pre-Alzheimer's disease is no
• longer missing.
•
Ann Whitfield Bouie had
• • been seen last around noon
· on Monday at a doctor's
: office. She told a friend she
' was on her way for a visit, but
she never made it to the
home.
,
Authorities· asked the pub• lie for help finding Bouis, but
• later said she returned to her
• own home early Tuesday.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Woman convicted of murdering
donn mate is sentenced to death
TUCSON, Ariz. A
woman convicted of murdering her University of Arizona
dorm mate by stabbing her 23
times has been sentenced to
life .in prison with no possibility of parole.
Galareka Harrison was convicted Sept.19 in the 2007 slay- .
ing of18-year-old Mia Henderson, a fellow Navajo tribal
member from· northern Arizona Prosecutors didn't seek
the death penalty.
Harrison also was found
guilty of three forgery counts
and one count of identity theft.
Warner on Tuesday sentenced
Harrison to 25 years for those
counts, to be served concurrently with the life sentence.
Harrison and Henderson were
freshmen students at the time.

Authorities investigating death
of pledge as a case of hazing
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LOGAN, Utah - Authorities are investigating the death
of Utah State University fraternity pledge Michael Starks as a
case of hazing.
Logan Police Chief Russ
Roper said an investigation is
"very close" to complete and
that investigators will have sufficient probable eause for
criminal charges.
Starks, 18, was pronounced
dead at Logan Regional Hospital Friday morning after friends
tried reviving him when he
was found unresponsive at the
Sigma Nu fraternity home.
'We believe it was part ofan
initiation process for membership into the fraternity," Roper
said
Funeral services for Starks
were held Tuesday in Salt Lake
City at the Cathedral of the
Madeleine.
Police have interviewed
nearly a dozen people, including members of Utah State's
Greek community and someone who acknowledged providing Starks with alcohol
Police reports indicate that
Starks had been drinking
Thursday night before falling
asleep at the fraternity home.
He was later found not breathing.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Students.value teaching

through service~
are typically
disengaged
because our
society doesThe official :UCF slogan
n't allow them
states that UCF "stands for
a space," Stewopportunity." To UCF educaart
said.
tional studies assistant profes"They're not a
sor Trae Stewart and many Stewart
kid,
but
service-learning students,
they're not an
UCF stands for community.
Stewart has been conduct- adult yet, so they just sort of
ing research on the effective- wait around"
ness and value of serviceJacobs said that his servicelearning classes for the learning experience forced
him to recognize injustice and
students who participate.
'
_His ability to quantify the do something about it.
"You shouldn't grow comvalue of academic philanthropy has shown the value of placent just because you are
service learning courses and okay," Jacobs said. "When you
not just at UCF. He recently see it, you feel more personal
traveled to Palestine, where he about it."
Junior micro and molecuwas hired to study the effectiveness of Ruwwad, a youth- lar biology major Nicholas
empowerment and service- Szepelak was initially skeptical about his service-learning
learning program.
Stewart was also hired by class - HIV disease: a human
UCF's Burnett Honors Col- concern. At first, he considlege to study its symposium ered dropping the class
that requires 5QO honors col- because he didn't think he
lege freshmen to teach under- would have time to do volunprivileged elementary school . teer work with his full schedchildren about financial litera- ule, but then he found out that
he would be r~ing money to
cy.
The program partners with throw a Christmas party for
Orange
County
Public children with HIV.
"I am taking a full load of
Schools and the nonprofit
classes, so sometimes it gets a
Junior Achievement.
· Alex Jacobs, a sophomore bit stifling, but then I found
in the honors college, took a about the party we would be
mandatory service-learning . planning, and I kinda wanted
class last year, the freshman to keep the class to participate
Honors Symposium. He in the philanthropy of it,"
explained the difference Jacobs said
Stewart said that servicebetween volunteering and
learning at UCF has turned
service-learning.
''Volunteering is you giving into a model for other univerto somebody," Jacobs said. "SL sities.
"UCF is very concerned
is a very reciprocal relationship. Yes, you are helping.oth- with connecting to the comers, but there are a lot of peo- munity," Stewart said. "We
ple helping you and teaching have the administrative support. There is money and
you too."
UCF's service-learning training available to do servclasses don't just encourage ice-learning at this university."
According to Amy Zeh, the
community involvement, they
assistant director of servicerequire it.
The classes UCF .offers learning at UCF, UCF offers 52
combine academic course service-learning courses this
work with meaningful volun- year in a wide variety of
teer experience. The experi- majors and programs.
The honors college Junior
ence forces students outside
the walls of academia to learn Achievement program proabout the practical context of vides the UCF students with a
five-week lesson plan.
their curriculum.
Students are bused to the
· "There needs to be critical
discussion about why the schools where they must
problems [students] learn teach children about economabout exist in the first place," ics, community, family, globalStewart said. "[Are we teach- ization, capitalism and corpoing our students] to be rate businesses.
His research revealed a
engaged citizens?"
Stewart said that SL forces surprising outcome. After.
adults to recognize the contri- completing the program, UCF
students reported that they
butions of young people.
"Eighteen to 25-year-olds felt generally less able to

VANESSA BERNSTEIN
Staff Writer

SAKCHAI LAUT/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Anti-government protestors, demanding the resignation of Prime Minister Somchai
Wongsawat, sit in front of the departure tenninal at Suvamabhumi airport in Thailand.

Astronauts run successful test
on water-recyding equipment

Somali pirates take Saudi ship
father offshore after threats

MOGADISHU, Somalia
HOUSTON - After several days without luck, astro- - Somali pirates have taken
nauts finally ran a successful their greatest prize - a
test on equipment that turns Saudi supertanker with $100
urine into drinking water - a million of crude oil - farnecessity for supporting the ther offshore in what
·international space station's appears to be a rare defencrew, which will soon double. sive move following threats
''Not to spoil anything, but by Islamic insurgents.
The pirates have domiI think up here the appropriate words are 'Yippee!' " nated Somalia's high seas for
space . station. commander the past year, bringing in
Mike Fincke told Mission some $30 million in ransom
Control early Tuesday morn- despite step~d up internaing, shortly before bedtime.
tional efforts to fight thein
Astronauts had spent a including foreign warships
frustrating five days trying to guarding the waters.
But the Nov. 15 hijacking
get the urine processor working. But until early Tuesday, of the Sirius Star was the
the machine couldn't last the pirates' most audacious to
4 hours needed for a success- date and prompted threats
from Somali extremists.
ful test run.
Last Friday, Islamic fightThe urine proc;essor ran
for 5 hours Monday night, and ers promised to fight the·
flight controllers restarted it pirates and free the ship
in the middle of the night. because it was MuslimAnother urine processor test owned and flagged under
was planned later Tuesday, Saudi Arabia Two days later,
shortly after the seven astro- pirates moved the ship about
nauts on the docked space 28 miles (45 kilometers),
shuttle Endeavour and the putting it about 30 miles (50
three space station crew kilometers) off the coast of
the coastal village ofHarardmembers woke up.
Flight director Brian Smith here.
The fighters said they
said everything had to go well
Tuesday and Wednesday in represented al-Shabab order for enough recycled the Islamic group waging a
water samples to be collected deadly insurgency in Somato return to Earth aboard lia - but the group's leadership denied that Tuesday,
Endeavour.
NASA added a 16th day to saying the threats were not
Endeavour's mission so astro- from the group's official
nauts could tinker with the spokesman.
Roger Middleton, author
urine processor. Endeavour is
now set to undock Friday and of a recent report on piracy
land in Florida on Sunday.
for London-based think-tank
The urine processor Chatham House, said it was
makes up a section of the $154 unclear whether ai-Shabab
million water recycling sys- intended to seriously attack
tem that was delivered to the or if the group was just posspace station by Endeavour. turing.
The machine is crucial to providing drinking water for the U.N. humanitarian chief says
space station's crew, which is aid to Darfur can't last forever
supposed to double to six
KAI.MA CAMP, Sudan members next year.
The U.N. humanitarian chief
Samples of the processed . warned Tuesday that interurine, sweat and condensa- national aid for millions of
tion will be tested on Earth Darfur residents can not go
before astronauts can start on indefinitely and said the
drinking the purified water Sudanese government and
next year.
rebels must negotiate a solution that would allow the disBritish government be9ins
placed to return home.
I.D. card for foreign nationals
Johii Holmes made the
LONDON - The British comments as he visited
government began its identi- Kalma camp, home to
ty card program for foreign around 100,000 of the more
riationals Tuesday. - six than 2.5 million people disyears after heated debate placed by fighting in the
over whether the costly plan large region of western
is an effective tool against Sudan since 2003.
terrorism, identity theft and
Earlier ·this month,
welfare fraud
Holmes appealed for $2.2
The last time Britain had billion in donations to fund
ID cards was at the end of U.N. aid for Sudan, most of
World War II.
which would go to Darfur.
The program will start The world body is providing
with roughly 50,000 foreign food and other supplies not
students and spouses of per- only to residents of camps
manent residents who will but also to much of the
receive cards if they qualify remainder of Darfur's 4.7
for visa extensions.
million population who still
Other foreign nationals live in their homes.
Holmes said that while
living and working in Britain
will not be immediately security in Darfur continues
affected, but they will eventu- to deteriorate and people are
ally need cards as the pro- still being displaced by viogram is expanc,led. Officials lence, many cases are not
have not provided details emergencies because people·
about the national plan, are reasonably well settled
although airport workers are in these camps.
expected to need cards next
"People are not dying of
year out ofsecurity concerns. starvation," he said But ''the
Government officials say problem is that people have
the cards, expected to be be been in camps for four or
used by about 90 percent of five years now," he told
Britain's foreign nationals reporters. 'We need to find
within seven years, should some solutions quickly so
provide a tamper-proof way we don't have to go on doing
to determine a person's true this indefinitely," Holmes
identity and whether they added
are eligible to work in
"It certainly depends on
Britain. They say they will · the generosity of the donors,
be more accurate and harder .which has been there so far.
to forge than passports.
That generosity has its lim"This will give employers· its," he said "Obviously the
a safe and secure way of thing is to find a solution, a
checking a migrant's right to negotiated solution which
· work and study in the UK," will allow people to go home
said Home Secretary Jacqui . and start their lives normally
Smith, who estimates the that is their objective."
cost ofthe program at 5.1 billion pounds ($7.8 billion).
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

achieve set goals.
'We think that a lot of these
students come to UCF with a
very privileged and narrowed
perspective," Stewart said.
"They were working in disadvantaged schools, and they
were faced with a new reality."
Jacobs said that many of
UCF's honors students. come
from privileged backgrounds,
so this program was especially eye-opening.
"I learned that I never really had an idea of what it is like
for kids who didn't have the
same opportunities as me
growing up," Jacobs said
Jacobs said that he didn't
expect to connect to these
children as much as he did. He
recalled a time when a young
boy blurted out that his mom
sleeps on the couch all day.
Jacobs said that was the
moment when "it stops being
a burden. That is when it is no
longer annoying. It becomes
something you have to do."
"It's really sobering,''
Jacobs said. ''You are just
teaching, and then, some how,
some way their lives at home
will come up. You get the feeling there that there is something that is not being discussed."
Though students may have
felt discouraged by the deeply
rooted injustice they witnessed, Stewart found that
students felt much more connected to the community after
the program.
Jacobs said that it forced
him to get to know Orlando
· outside the safety of UCF.
Stewart also found that the
program addressed an unexpected need for the children.
Florida recently added a science portion to the FCAT. The
failing elementary schools
now had ·another test to prepare for.
"Social studies started to
lose out," Stewart said "Junior
Achievement helped fill the
gap."
Stewart also teaches service-learning classes in UCF's
education department. He
said service-learning has SJ?ecific benefits for future teachers.
Service-learning
helps
some learn that teachiI;l.g isn't
for them when they experi-'
ence the paperwork and classroom management side of
teaching first-hand. .
"Sometimes they come to
teaching because they like
kids, but they [learn] that kids
can be horrible,'' Stewart said.
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Thoughts and views on·the .'08 faculty bonuses
INGRID MARABLE
Contributing Writer

•

Despite $40 million in
state budget cuts that have
plagued UCF since July 1,
qualified faculty and staff at
UCF received a $1,000
bonus in October. The funding for the bonuses came
from the $6 million in tuition
revenue, which was generated as a result of UCF's large
enrollment growth this fall.
Enrollment for UCF surpassed the 50,000 mark for
the fall 2008 semester.
On Aug. 28, Provost and
Executive Vice President
Terry Hickey announced
that he thinks the bonuses
will allow UCF to "reward
those dedicated faculty and
staff members who have
worked so diligently to serve
our growing student population during these very difficult times."
Spme students interviewed seem to support the
bonuses, although some
believe the money should
also be used for student
resources.
"I think they should get
the money and even more,
because they are being
cheated," Emerson Lima, a
computer science major,
said. "There are so many
students now you can't even
p,ark, so I don't think it is
unreasonable for faculty to
get $1,000, because they are
dealing with more students,
and if the money is being
given to your department,
then it is helping you as a
student."
· Some feel that a portion
of the tuition revenue
should be used to help
improve student resources,
even though they believe the
bonuses are deserved.
"I think faculty and staff
should receive a portion of
it, but I don't think my
tuition should just go to faculty and staff," electrical
engineering major Heather
Couch said. "I think a portion should come back to me
[through] better resource
for students or bettering
technology that needs help."
Jean
Cherisme,
an
accounting and management major, said the, "faculty deserves it because of
their hard work, [but] some
of the money could go to
students that need additional aid."
Grant Heston, the assistant vice president of UCF
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NEWS TO NOTE
Qualified faculty and staff at UCF received a $1000 bonus in October.
Enrollment for UCF surpassed the 50,000 mark for the fall 2008 semester.
Each college creates their own criteria for the reviews.They are rated on a scale
from four to zero: 4for Outstanding, 3 for Above Satisfactory, 2for Satisfactory, 1for
Conditional, and Ofor Unsatisfactory.
As of July 1,state-mandated budget cuts had eliminated funding for 73 faculty
positions and more than two dozen Administrative & Professions and University

Support Personnel System positions.

News & Information, replied
to the students concerns,
-saying, "Investing in talented faculty and staff is also an ·
excellent investment in student success. Faculty and
staff interact with students
. every day and are an integral
part of ensuring that students enjoy successful
careers at UCF."
Martha Lue Stewart, an
urban multicultural education and diversity teacher in
the College of Education,
said . the tuition revenues
should be used for student
resources in addition to the
faculty and staff bonuses
and merit-bases.
"I think 't hat [tuition revenue] should be used for
both," Stewart said. "Without . students, there would
not be a UCF. In order to
meet the needs of students
here at the university, we
need to have faculty administrators, staff, support systems, custodians and the
like. Each of them serves a
vital role."
Stewart said with the
reduced amount of money
UCF gets from the state,
increasing tuition is one way
to derive revenue, and
increasing the tuition could
put UCF in a better position
to deal with an extended
downturn in the economy.
''.Fortunately, few classes
have been cut, and there
have not been any major faculty layoffs here at the university compared to that of
some of our universities in
[Florida]," Stewart said. '½.t
[University of · Florida],
some positions have been
eliminated, but we have not
felt that here.
"UCF hasn't had any faculty layoffs."
Heston agreed with Stewart on UCF being fortunate
in terms of layoffs versus
other Florida.schools.
"There has been no
downsizing," Heston said.
"While some universities

have been forced to lay off
faculty and staff members,
UCF has dealt with personnel reductions through attrition.
"That means we have
eliminated open (unfilled)
positions and kept others
vacant," Heston said. '½.s of
July 1, state-mandated budget cuts had eliminated funding for 73 faculty positions
and more than two dozen
Administrative & Professions and University Support Personnel System positions.
"Beyond these positions
that have been lost to budget
cuts, an additional 68 faculty
positions and 141 staff positions remain unfilled as of
July 1."
When asked if she had
received any bonuses or
raises, Stewart said there
had been incremental raises.
"I think that we have had
several small raises, and our
union has been at the forefront of those negotiations
for faculty and other unions
in other areas, such as staff,
has done same, but we
understand that our major
priority here is to serve students, and here at the college of education, that will
always remain our focus,"
Stewart said.
Stewart is a member of
the UCF chapter of the United Faculty of Florida teachers union, which she thinks
"is a vibrant union, and they
are always negotiating on
our behalf."
Barbara Bray, a program
assistant at UCF's Physical
Plant, will be receiving the
$1,000 staff bonus. Bray is
ecstatic about the unexpected bonus, "in these times of
rising prices and loss jobs."
"I felt really refreshed
about receiving the bonus
from the Provost," Bray said.
"We never thought we
would get any increase or
bonus."
Bray was so happy to

receive the bonus she wrote
a letter thanking Hickey.
"It's a great morale booster," Bray said. "We are all
trying to work. with the
budgets we have."
Bray has worked for UCF
for six years, and the last
bonus she received was last
year.
The American Association of University Professors
reported in their annual
2007-2008! Report on the
Economic Status of the Profession that professor's raises
aren't keeping with inflation.
In 2003-2004 (received a
4 percent raise), 2004-2005
(3.6 percent) 2005-2006 (3
percent), 2006-2007(3 percent) and qualified employees received market equity
increase in addition to the
percentage salary raises.
Market Equity is defined
by the UCF UFF as "The
Available Market Equity
Ratio is defined herein as
the Available Market Equity
for the University divided by
the Needed Market Equity
for the University or 1,
whichever is less."
Market equity is as anything that is fair or equitable
in today's market. In the past
five years faculty bonuses
have lowered when inflation
has increased.
.
Full time faculty and staff
members who have been
employed since July 1, have
received satisfactory performance reviews _a nd are
not planning to leave qualified for the bonus.
Each college creates their
own criteria for the reviews.
They are rated on a scale
from four to zero: 4 for Outstanding, 3 for Above Satisfactory, 2 for Satisfactory, 1
for Conditional, and O for
Unsatisfactory.
Faculty and staff that do
not qualify for the bonus
may be eligible to receive a
merit-based raise or honorary raise from their college or division. The funds
for the merit-based raises
come from a pool of funds
equivalent to 1 percent of the
current salaries of all their
non-Other Personnel Services, education and general
funded employees.
The Board of Trustees
and UFF came to an agreement on the faculty and staff
bonuses and merit -based
raises on Aug. 8.
The merit-based raises
will be determined by each
college and division, so not

every employee will receive a growing student population
bonus, and if awarded, rates and, in so doing, helping to
will vary. Faculty and staff generate the tuition revenue
received the one-time lump that made these increases in
sum bonuses and merit-based compensation possible," Hickraises in their pay checks on ey said.
"I also want to thank the
Friday, Oct. 24.
Provost Hickey expressed · members of the UCF Board of
his appreciation for UCF Trustees for their continued
employees in a UCF News and commitment to our employInformation press release sent ees, as shown by their enthusiastic backing of these efforts
out on Aug. 28.
"Thank you for your con- . to compensate our faculty and
tinued efforts to serve our staff members," Hickey said.
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UCF does not view students' sites
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in time, we certainly respect
that," Chavis said.
Some UCF students
agree with UCF's policy.
"I think it is wrong for
schools to view .social networking sites, because it's
your personal life, but I
understand why_ some
schools would do it," senior
micro· and molecular biology major Chris Bonillo said.
Bonillo said in today's
society, there is very little
privacy, and many people
are willing to put all of their
information out there.
However, he does see
some need to check applicants' online sites because it
is important to not just let
anybody into
medical
schools.
Kaplan conducted similar surveys ·of admissions
officers at business, law and
medical schools, with similar results.
Admissions officers at 9
percent of business schools,
15 percent of law schools
and 14 percent of medical
schools surveyed reported
having visited applicants'
social networking sites during the admissions decisionmaking process, according
to the press release.
Chad Binette, the assistant director of UCF News
& Information, said the College of Medicine, which will
open in 2009, does not
check candidates' social
profiles.
"However, the admissions director is a registered
user on Student Doctor,"
Binette wrote in an e-mail.
Student Doctor is a networking site for medical
school students and doctors.

Binette said the admissions director helps students navigate the admissions process and also sets
the record straight when a
rumor starts on the networking site.
· One applicant applying
to a school (that was not
UCF) was spotted online by
an admissions officer.
·
On the applicants' profile, the student bragged that
he felt that he had aced the
application process for that
school, and also that he didn't feel that he wanted to
attend that school.
This led the officer to
reject the applicant, according to the press release.
"I think it is horrible that
schools are looking at our
private, online sites," sophomore Michelle Calabro said.
Calabro said it is an invasion of privacy.
• She said there is nothing
on her Facebook that she
would be ashamed of, but
she can see how other people would not want their
profiles to be viewed.
George Collins, a UCF
graduate student who has a
bachelor's degree in journalism, said he believes the
problem lies with Facebook,
because it seems more gated
than other social networking sites.
When the site started, a
university e-mail was need• ed to join the sit-e.
Collins said he doesn't
understand why any school
would want to view a social
networking site.
"They would probably
think I am dead because I
haven't updated mine in so
long," Collins said.
Jeff Olson, executive
director of research for
Kaplan Test Prep and
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AKaplan Test Prep and Admissions survey revealed that one out of 10 admissions officers
viewed an applicant's soda! networking site during the admissions process. UCF does not.
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Admissions, said in a release
that of the schools surveyed,
many had no official policies on viewing the sites.
"The social networking
frontier is a bit like the Wild
West for colleges and universities - everyone is trying to figure out how to navigate it," Jeff Olson said in a
Kaplan release. "The vast
majority of schools we surveyed said they have no official policies or guidelines in
place regarding visiting
applicants' social networking Web sites - nor are they
considering plans to develop them."
Chavis said if a time
comes in the future when
UCF believes the information contained in these
social networks become relevant to the undergraduate
admissions process, UCF
current policy will be reevaluated.
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Judge: ban on gay people adopting is irrational
CURT ANDERSON

that could reach the Florida
Supreme Court. A judge in gayfriendly Key West also found
MIAMI - A judge on Tues- the law unconstitutional in Sepday ruled that a strict Florida tember, but that ruling has not
law that blocks gay peopie from been appealed and has limited
adopting children is unconsti- legal reach.
tutional, declaring there was no
The state presented experts
legal or scientific reason for who claimed there was a higher
sexual orientation alone to pro- incidence of drug and alcohol
hibit anyone from adopting.
abuse among gay couples, that
. . Miami-Dade Circuit Judge they were more unstable than
Cindy Lederman said the 31- heterosexual unions and that
year-old law violates equal pro- the children of gay couples suftection rights for the children fer a societal stigma.
and their prospective gay parOrganizations such as the
ents, rejecting the state's argu- American Academy of Pediments that there is "a supposed atrics, American Medical Assodark cloud hovering over . ciation and American Psychihomes of homosexuals and atric Association all support
their children"
permitting same-sex couples to
She noted that gay people adopt.
are allowed to be foster parents
Lederman rejected all the
in Florida 'There is no rational state's arguments soundly.
basis to prohibit gay parents
"It is clear that sexual orienfrom adopting:' she wrote in a tation is not a predictor of a per53-page ruling.
son's ability to parent," the
Florida is the only state with judge wrote. '½. child in need of
an outright ban on gay adop- love, safety and stability does
tion. Arkansas voters . last not first consider the sexual orimonth approved a measure entation of his parent. The
similar to a law in Utah that exclusion causes some children
bans any unmarried straight or to be deprived of a permanent
gay couples from adopting or placement with a family that is
fostering children. Mississippi best suited to their needs."
bans gay couples, but not single
Florida Assistant Attorney
gays, from adopting.
General Valerie Martin said an
The ruling means that Mar- appeal would be filed on behalf
tin Gill, 47, and his male partner ofthe state Department ofChilcan adopt two brothers, ages 4 dren & Families. She declined
and 8, whom he has cared for as additional comment.
foster children since December
Neil Skene, special counsel
2004.
for DCF, said the judge did an
He said the two boys have "excellent job" on the case, but
been practicing writing their the department still must
new last names, and the older enforce state law. He noted that
one said: "That's what's going to DCF placed the foster children
make us a family:•
withGilL
Attorneys for the American ·
Reaction came quickly from
Civil Liberties Union, who rep- advocates of gay, lesbian and
resent Gill, said the case was transgender parents who have
the first in the nation in which long c6nsidered Florida's law
numerous experts in child psy- the most draconian in the .
chology, social work and other nation Jennifer Chrisler, execu. . fields testified that there is no tive director of the Bostonscience to justify a gay adoption based Family Equality Council,
ban.
said the decision is a "long-The state planned a swift overdue recognition of the
appeal, likely setting up a battle
Associated Press

equal .ability of lesbian, gay, ·
bisexual and transgender people to raise happy, healthy families."
"The best interests of children should be decided by parents, families, professionals and
judges, not opportunistic politicians and interest groups,"
Chrisler said
John Sternberger, chairman
of a successful drive earlier this
month to pass a constitutional
amendment banning gay marriage in Florida, called the ruling "classic judicial activism"
and predicted it would be
reversed on appeal
"Everywhere in the law
where children are affected, the
standard must always be what
is in the best interest of the
child," said Sternberger, an
attorney in Orlando. "What is
stunning to me is that when it
comes to dealing with gays, that
standard goes out the window.
Children do better with a mothBILL COTTERELL / ASSOCIATED PRESS
Protesters march to the state Capitol on 5a!urday. On Tuesday, a judge ruled that a law blocking gay people from adopting was unconstitutional.
er and a father."

Economists predict slow recovery
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New room offers speaking equipment
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Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives • Up to $15,000 tuitioR per year
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs ·exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
. visit airforce.ucf ,edu

401-211-1616
www.marriott.com/mcoce
• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heatel Pool
and Jacuzzi
• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

conditions.
get out of it," Andersoi;i. said
"[The low gas prices] are "Don't look for things to
like rubbing an analgesic on a improve dramatically until
deep wound," Snaith said. "It the end of 2009 or the beginmay take a little sting out of it, ning of 2010."
but it's not going to do anyHowever, in the face of this
thing to address the underly- flagging economy, the holiing problems in the econo- days approach, bringing with
it shopping and gift giving.
my."
.
The economists did not
And, despite the fact that
make any ironclad predic- · retail sales will be down, gifts
tions as to when the reces- will still be bought and the
sion would end, but both holidays will still be celebratapproximated that the reces- ed
sion's duration should let up
"Christmas isn't off,"
Anderson said. "People are
by the end of 2009.
Snaith
conservatively going to spend money and
speculated that once . the buy things, but I do think you
economy did tum around, its will see people looking at
growth would increase by no more low-cost providers ....
more than 2.5 percent in 2010. They will be looking at a 'IJ
"This is a fairly substantial Maxx instead of a Neiman
economic downturn, and it's [Marcus] or a Bloominggoing to take some time to dales."

pers to see bigger deals as
retailers look to cycle
through their inventories,
and consumers remain reluctant to part with their cash.
"You should expect to see
enormous discounts that will
run the gamut," Anderson
said. "JC Penney is offering
most of their items marked
down 60 percent .... The Gap,
Old Navy, and Banana
Republic are slashing prices
by as much as 70 percent."
But neither economist
ascribed much overall importance the .economy's lone
bright spot - lower gas
prices. .
They viewed the plummeting prices as much needed relief for the consumer,
but nothing close to a formidable force against -recession

holiday season. Many mentioned their own cutbacks
and plans to become more
shrewd shoppers this year.
"I am cutting back on my
gift buying for friends and
family," junior accounting
major Aaron Silvers said "If
I'm going to go out and buy a
gift for a family member, I'm
going to make sure that the
product has value .... You just
want to make sure your getting the best for your money."
In the face of economic
anxiety and belt tightening,
UCF professor and the
School of Real Estate
Research Director Randy
Anderson did provide some
optimism for the consumer.
Anderson expects shop-
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tions," Coney said. "It is
expected that use of the
room will increase steadily
as students discover its
potential."
With the ability to use
the technology to film practice speeches, presenters
are using what Thde sees as a
beneficial asset that will
help speakers in several
ways.
. "I believe the single,
greatest tool public speaking students have is the ability to see themselves deliver
a speech," Thde said. "They
are able to see first hand
how good their delivery was
as well as the places where
they need improvement.
"For example, if a student
said non-fluencies such as
'um' a great deal during a
speech - which typically
serve as distracters for an
audience - a video review
will make them quite apparent to this behavior."
However even with the
benefits of video recording ,
a speech, Ihde said it is no
match for a live audience.
"There is something
dynamic to a living, breath-

ing their speaking.
The
room I
comes
equipped with a video camera, a large television, a USB
· recorder and a DVD/VCR
player.
Anyone can bring in a
flash drive and record their
speech to be burned later to
aDVD.
Gloria Coney, the LTA
Supervisor at the Library,
said that people will learn to
use the room once they find
out how useful it can be.
"Some groups have used
it since [it opened] for video .
viewing, and a few have used
it for practicing presenta-

••

•
•
•

JOHANNA STEWART / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF library's Room 306 has been made into a presentation practice room, equipped with
speaking equipment such as microphones and cameras for students to practice with.

ing audience in a rhetorical Robert Barnhart said the
situation that cannot be room will help students in
replicated in a recording," ' the future because it gives
Ihde said. ''.A speaker in them the opportunity to
front of a camera cannot analyze themselves.
look audience inembers in
"From personal experithe eye or see how the audi- ence, the simple fact of
ence responds to a given watching yourself on tape
point.
exposes your weaknesses,"
"Since communication is Barnhart said. "When I was
a transactional process, both little, I definitely had a fear
the speaker and the audi- of public speaking. It. was
ence communicate simulta- probably my No. 1 fear. The
neously to one another."
room would give me a sense
Political science student of accomplishment."

•

..
•
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Portrait of Anthony could be created
FROM A1
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Mikusinski said Anthony
was a very principled person
and wasn't afraid to make
decisions. He said if Anthony believed that something
was the right thing to do,
then he would do it, regardless of the consequences.
Taylor said in an e-mail
. message that Anthony had a
sense of concern, that he
acted from principle and
that it was likely co~ected
with his strong religious
convictions.
- LEE ARMSTRONG, PH.D.
CHARTER FACULTY MEMBER AT UCF
"Dr. Anthony was well
respected by both his colleagues and students," Lee
Armstrong, Ph.D., said in an
qualities that made Anthony e-mail message.
unique.
Armstrong is a charter
"Three things about him faculty member at UCF and
do stand out in my mind," has known Anthony since he
Taylor said in an e-mail mes- began teaching here. He also
sage. "One was a sense of worked on several projects
high standards in mathemat- . with Anthony.
ics. I think he always tried to
"He is remembered as a
show students what it meant man with very strong princito do good mathematics as ples and one who had the
opposed to being sloppy. A courage to defend these
second was his strong con- principles," Armstrong said.
cern, particularly when he
In memory of Anthony
was chair, to act on princi- and his work and teachings,
ples, not simply on expedi- there has been discussion
ency.
about commissioning a por"The third thing was that trait of him by a UCF faculty
he was one of the few, the member or possibly creating
very few people I could find, a scholarship. When asked,
who could give me decent Mikusinski said it would be
criticism about writing - a nice, but nothing has been
hobby of mine is writing fic- done so far.
tion. He could see defects in
Mikusinski said Anthothe writing and put them ny's reaction may be similar
into words that were clear. to his reaction about planThat was very helpful.''
ning a retirement party for
Mikusinski said he was him.
told by Anthony's students
"I don't think he liked too
that Anthony would tell sto- much fuss about him,''
ries in class. Mikusinski said Mikusinski said. "When he
that in his mind, he might retired, I wanted to organize
have thought the story was a retirement party and he
connected to the material just said 'No don't do it.
and could help students not Don't bother· with me.' He
only in the class, but also might have the same reacwith math in general. He tion, but I'm not sure."
said that some ·students may
Whatever the decision
have liked it, while others may be about how to honor
did not.
Anthony, Mikusinski
Whatever characteristic believes that it would be a
his colleagues or students nice idea so that future genloved most about him, there erations can come and see
is one characteristic that the people that helped form
everyone agreed on: He was the Department of Mathea person of principle.
matics.

'Dr. Anthony was well respected
by both his colleagues and
students. He is remembered as a
man.with very strong principles
and one who had the courage to
defend these principles.'

Although Anthony made
strides in the development
of the department, Mikusinski remembers Anthony saying that of all the things he
had done in his career, that
being chair was the hardest.
"He said that when he
stepped down he was sad,"
Mikusinski said. "I remember him saying 'I just finished the most difficult thing
I did in my life, so everything
else should be easier.'''
Mikusinski is not the only
one who believes Anthony
was an influential department chair. Michael Taylor,
Ph.D., a retired UCF mathematics
professor,
was
Anthony's colleague. He
said in an e-mail message
that one the most memorable moments with Anthony was at a faculty meeting
when Anthony was chair.
"One of my most interesting memories is of him
telling us, in a departmental
meeting when he was chair,
that the criteria for faculty
success were changing; that
UCF was changing from a
teaching to a research institute," Taylor said in an email message. "He was
doing his best to warn us
that the world was changing.
Some people caught the significance of that quiet
announcement and some
didn't."
During the time Anthony
was chair, the Department of
Mathematics was changing.
The
department
once
included mathematics, computer science and statistics.
During his time, Anthony
saw computer science and
statistics branch off into
their own colleges as well as
the university change from
an institution based on lectures to a general university
with an emphasis on
research.
Although it was a concern for Anthony, many of
his colleagues believed that
he handled it well and successfully helped mold the

department's early years.
Anthony had his own
research in the field of
topology and fuzzy sets;
however, he made other
contributions to the university as well as areas outside
ofUCF.
Anthony
conducted
research on education in
mathematics, adding many
professional presentations
and publications to his
resume. He conducted training for high - school math
teachers and co-founded the
Sunshine State Scholars Program in 1998, an accomplishment that Mikusinski says
Anthony was very proud of.
Beyond the field of mathematics, Anthony was a
poet. Although it was surprising to some of his colleagues, Anthony still_ connected his poetry to m~th.
"I remember him telling
me that 'Writing poetry is
similar to proving a mathematical theorem,'" Mikusinski said. "I said 'How can you
say that? They are totally different.' He said, 'No: A poem
has a certain structure, like a
math problem.' He gave me
one example of a poem
about his old dog and how
he had to make a decision
whether or not to put his
dog to sleep. It was nice and
very moving emotionally."
Mikusinski is not the only
one that found out about
Anthony's writing ability.
Taylor said there were three

Two vendors
open 24 hours
FROM

Al

TEN TIPS FOR SURVIVING FINALS

union will be dedicated to
something different.
The concept of "theme
rooms" is another one of
Giery's ideas.
Some of the rooms will feature soft music playing in the
background, and others will
feature no music.
Group study sessions and
individual study rooms will
also be available.
In addition to theme rooms,
all computer labs and printing
stations will be open around
the clock.
The Student Academic
Resource Center, or SARC, is
also moving its headquarters
to the Student Union during
finals week to give students
their full attention by offering
all study/tutoring sessions on
site.
Joffreys Coffee and Knightstop are the first two vendors
to ok extending their regular
business hours to be open all
day during finals week.
With two food and beverage vendors already signed on
to stay open for 24-hours,
Giery said there will be more,
but hasn't received the official
word from other vendors yet.

1. Don't panic.
2. Don't be too relaxed.
3. Pace yourself.
4. Use an effective study method
5.Get enough sleep.
6. Resist the urge to party on "off"
days.
7. Arrive on time for the exam.
8. Follow rules of good exam taking.
9. Don't worry about others finishing
earlier than you.
10.When the exam is over, let it go.

Since late nights and caffeine go together, Joffrey's will
sell $10 coffee mugs, and students can get free refills on
regular coffee through the
week.
Additional giveaways and
prizes will be handed out.
Giery said he wants to build
tradition and hopes students
will go to the Student Union
and utilize its resources.
"It's important that students have a comfortable place
to study, this is one more alternative," Giery said
. Giery has not only
approved the event for this
semester, but also for the
spring 2009 semester.

)

IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

•
•
Quinnipiac Uniyersity School of Law ranks among the top 100 law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSAT scores (mt;dian - 159); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (11:_l);
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from
$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts. To
learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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Season, seniors' careers
coming to ·a conclusion
BRIAN MURPHY

alook

•

back at·
season •
•

Sports Editor

This Saturday will represent
the end of an era in football for
UCF (4-7 overall, 3-4 in Conference USA).
In the Knights' season finale
versus the UAB Blazers, the ·
team's seniors will play their
final game in a UCF uniform.
But no selection of seniors has
had as much impact on the UCF
program this season - and
maybe ever - as Joe Burnett,
Johnell Neal, Sha'reff Rashad
and Jason Venson.
The four defensive backs all
arrived at UCF at 2005 and each
has made quite a college career
for himself.
Burnett has become one of
the best return men in the
nation, After this season, he will
earn All-C-USA honors for his
return skills, both in punts ~d
kickoffs. Defensively, he holds
the mark for most career interceptions by a Knight with 16. ,
The player in second place
on that list is Rashad with 14.
Last year, Rashad, who is consistently on national and conference award lists for academics, became the first Knight in
four seasons to record more
than 100 tackles when he had
103 in 2007.
Neal has 12 career interceptions. His 159 return yards off of
interceptions last season are the
second-most in school history.
And no one will ever doubt his
resiliency after starting a football game less than four months
after being shot four times in
his hometown of Baton Rouge,
La.
Venson has been the personification of toughness in his
four years as a Knight. He is
UCF's current leading tackler
this season after finishing second last season. Venson will
also be remembered as one of
ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
PHOTO COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM
ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the hardest-hitting players in UCF Football's Senior Day will be highlighted by the last games'otthe team's 4 starting defensive backs: Joe Burnett, top, Jason Venson, left, Sha'reff
UCF Football history.
Rashad, above, and Johnell Neal. The quartet has started 178 games, making it the most experienced secondary in the country.
Together, these four players
make up the country's most . revolves around one player:
hat into the ring for more play. experienced secondary with 178 junior quarterback Joe Webb.
ing time as this season comes to
starts between them. They will
a close.
It's hard to label Webb at just
give it one more go Saturday.
Redshirt freshman Joe
one position because he is such
"I think it will hit us more an athlete. He has thrown 10
· Weatherford was dropped to
once 'we're out there," Rashad touchdowns and has rushed for
third on the quarterback depth
UCF
UAB
said about the group's realiza- 11 more. He was even split out to
chart prior to the season, and
tion that their last game as a wide receiver last season.
played just a few meaningless
Saturday, 1 p.m. IBright House
Knight is coming up. "Knowing
minutes at the end of UCF's
This season, Webb has
that everything you do is going racked up 3,064 yards of total
blowout loss to UTEP on Sept.
to be the last time, you obvious- offense. Not only does that rank speed real well where he can 27 before the Memphis game.
But against the Tigers,
\lY want to make an impression." 16th nationally, it makes up 76 tuck it and run, so we've got to
If all of the seniors want to percent of the yards gained by mainly focus on that."
Weatherfo:i;d came in and proup their college career UAB (3-8, 2-5 in C-USA).
The Knights have been shuf- vided when the Knights needed
a victory, they will have to
"He's an athlete " Burnett fling quarterbacks to all season,
stop an UAB offense that . said · of Webb. "He 'uses his but a new player has thrown his
PLEASE SEE O'LEARY ON A9
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Team gets most
wins since 2003

'

RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

It was all about building a
foundation for the 2008 version of the UCF Volleyball
team; The wins and losses
came, but the way the team
played'was one of the biggest
changes with the team this
season, and made the 2008
campaign one of the best seasons in the last five years for
the program. Here is a recap
of the season that was:

•
.,

•

"

Stanford
One of the biggest stepping stones for the Knights
came in their home matchup
with Stanford back on Sept. 2.
Although UCF fell to the
No. 3-ranked Cardinal in
straight sets, 1,568 fans were
in attendance, shattering the
program record. The Knights
also honored tpe 1978 AIAW
National Championship team
by raising a banner in The
Venue. Froni the time he
scheduled t'he match to
revealing it .to his players,
UCF head coach Todd Dagenais had been excited to show
his players the kind of talent
such a good team has. The
atmosphere at the game was
something unlike he had ever
seen before.
"I sat there from the very
beginning thinking that this is
awesome," he said after the
match. "I have been on the
bench for Final Fours. I have
been to the Olympics. There
was not a moment that I
remember being more proud
to be a part of something then
I was in the first couple of
points in the first game. I.saw
that the team was going to go
out there and just play and
just fight and not be scared."

_,
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•

•
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Road warriors
Stanford was one of only ,._
two home games for the
Knights in the early part of
the season. UCF played 14 of •
its first 16 games on the road
in 2008, but that didn't stop
the Knights from marking up
the win column. UCF went ci
PLEASE SEE

MOST ON A9
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CF in the FL

24K posts another solid yardage game for Lions

\

PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

Here is how some former
Knights performed during week
12 of the NFL:

Kevin Smith (Detroit)

•

•
j

•

•

•
•

Smith turned the play into a
26-yard gain, the fifth time in
the past seven games that he
had a run of 20 yards or more.
Smith is currently 19th overall and fourth among NFL rookies with 599 yards this season.
His 4.5 yards per carry average is tied for 11th in the league
and is second among all rookies.

Smith had his third consecutive game with more than 80
rushing yards in the Lions' 3820 loss to the Tampa Bay Bucca- Daunte Culpepper (Detroit)
neers.
Making his third start for the
Smith rushed 16 times for 86 Lions, Culpepper drove Detroit
yards, but for just the second to a 17-0 lead but faltered as ,the
time this season, he did not team coughed up the lead and
catch a pass.
the game.
Smith's best play of the game
Culpepper started the game
came with about 2:29 left in the well, cashing in on what has
first quarter.
become Detroit's big play:
Smith took a delayed handoff Throw it to Calvin Johnson.
from quarterback Daunte
Two of Culpepper's first four
Culpepper and rushed up the passes were completions to
middle, quickly getting to the Johnson for a total of 56 yards
second level In the open field, and a touchdown.
Smith first deked right, then
Culpepper would complete
left, then right and then left four passes the rest of the game
again, leaving Tampa Bay's after that touchdown, finishing
Sabby Piscitelli on the ground the game 8-of-20 for 121 yards
grasping at air.
and a touchdown and two inter-

receiving yards.
"
' Denver threw to Marshall,
who was covered by Gibril Wilson and Chris Johnson, 13 times,
but he ·came away with only •·
four receptions.

Matt Prater (Denver)
The kicker converted an •
extra point and a 44-yard field
goal, but it was the only one of
his three field goal attempts he •
made.
Prater, who missed one of his
14 field goal attempts through
the first six weeks of the season, •
has now missed five of his past
10 attempts.

Rashad Jeanty (Cincinnati)
DAVID ZALUBOWSKI / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Denver Broncos wide receiver Brandon Marshall finished with 84 yards Sunday against Oakland.
He has 3 consecutive games of at least 80 yards, but just 1 touchdown in his past 7 contests.

ceptions.
Culpepper also rushed twice
for 6yards.
It was his second consecutive game with one touchdown
and two interceptions.

Brandon Marshall (Denver)
In a lackluster, 31-10 loss to
the Oakland Raiders, Marshall
caught four balls for 84 yards,
the sixth game this season that
Marshall has led the team in

In the loss to the Pittsburgh
Steelers, Jeanty recorded seven
total tackles, of which four of ., .
them were solo tackles.
With the Bengals trailing 107 late in the second quarter,
Jeanty recovered a muffed punt, •
putting the Bengals in good
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him. He was only 2-of-7, but
connected on a couple of
deep balls, including a 28yard gain on a fourth-and-17
play.
While true freshman Rob
Calabrese will almost certainly start the game, Weatherford could become a factor

•

.
•

•
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Conference run
It began with a win against
Southern Miss and a loss
against those same Golden
Eagles, but in between, the
. Knights had an up and down
time in C-USA play.~ UCF
. started out 5-1 in conference
and· took the top spot in conference after defeating Memphis back on October 10.
UCF didn't hold that top
spot for long, falling to UAB
two days later in a match for
sole possession of first place
in the conference. After that
loss, the Knights lost eight of
their last nine conference
games in the regular season
going into the C-USA championships.

•

if the offense stalls.
"The Calabrese kid is the
quarterback; Weatherford is
going to play," O'Leary said.
"Joe played pretty well going
in ..., but Rob, I think, has a
better control of things. At
least I know now that we
have two guys who we can
put in the game, get some
action and get some things

done."
No matter who is on
offense for UCF, the Knights
have shown progress in the
past couple of weeks and
should be able to produce
against a UAB defense that is
on its way to finishing in the
nation's bottom-IO in total
defense.
The Knights haven't had

to worry about that problem
this season, and much of that
is due to the play of their four
senior leaders in the defensive backfield. They will lead
again Saturday for one last
time.
The Blazers and the
Knights will kickoff Saturday
at 1 p.m., inside Bright House
Networks Stadium.

Despite the poor finish, Knights completed the seas.on history. Williams was second
the Knights secured their against Tulane this past week- on the team with390 kills this
best record in C-USA play end
season and will look to consince 2005 and finished with
"The very first message tinue that next year.
an overall record of 6-10. was to the seniors," Dagenais
UCF will also welcome. in
They also · defeated five said ''Without the seniors, we three big recruits in Angelica
teams in conference that they would ·not be able to muster Crump,
Victoria
had previously never beaten this rebirth as.a program. The Mccutcheon and Nichole
in East Carolina, Marshall, . program was hurtj.ng there . Riedel. These three freshmen
SMU, Tulsa and UTEP.
and for us to be able to put · should see immediate playtogether the kind ofseason we ing time with each topping
Seniors
put together was a bonus."
six f~t in height. Numerous
other recruits are still on the
Two of the players that
went through the most What's next in 2009?
radar for the Knights roster
change in their game this past
If there is anything the for next season.
The Knights will also welseason
were
seniors Knights can take from 2008,
Stephanie Serna and Jenny it's progress. The Knights . come back Dagenais, who
Heppert.
will look to improve off their will be ready to continue to
Both players bought into record of 15-17 record and build the program into one of
Dagenais' system early and let bring back players like Erin the elite teams in not just the
that mentality trickle down to Campbell
and
Janine conference, .but the nation.
the younger players.- Serna Williams who will try to lead He knows how iinportant
had a successful season with the group next season.
this past season was in build376 kills, good for third on the
Campbell led the team ing a successful program.
team. Heppert also played with 402 kills and almost
"I feel like the result has
well, securing a team-high 103 doubled her career total, fin- shown this year," Dagenais
blocks on th<! year, moving her ishing the season with Sil said. "The naked eye of the
from eight to third place on career kills. The senior will general public will not know ·
the all-time total blocks list for be only 189 kills away from that. They ate not going to
the 1,000 kill plateau, some- know for 2-4 years down .the
UCF.
Heppert and Serna were thing that has been reached road how important this sea·
both recognized after the by only six other Knights in son was."

Bigby, Packe.rs' ·defense blown out by Brees
FROM

•

A9

Most of current roster returns next year
10-6 during that span and
defeated teams, such as ·Oral
Roberts, Penn and defending
con(erence champion, Tulsa
That span of games also
included a five-match win
streak, the longest win streak
for the Knights since 2004.

•

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

O'Leary: Calabrese is still starter
FROM

..

-

Asante Samuel (Philadelphia}

A8

position to even the score
before halftime, but they
failed.
·
Jeanty is currently second
on the team with 65 total
tackles.

The cornerback had one
tackle in the 36-7 loss to the
Baltimore Ravens.
The Philadelphia Inquirer
reported that Samuel left the
game with a neck injury.
The National Post report-

ed that Samuel sat out the
Eagles' Monday practice.

At;ui Bigby (Green Bay}
The safety recorded two
tackles· against the New
Orleans Saints, but he was
part of a secondary that

CLASSIFIEDS

Saints quarterback Drew
Brees picked apart for 323
yards and four touch- '
downs.
In the first quarter, Bigby
was burned by New Orleans
wide receiver Lance Moore
on a 70-yard touchdown.

Place and view ads online anytime at:

www.KnightNewspapers.c~m/classifieds
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How Do I Text
UCFNEWS to 44636?
· You have successfully .
subscribed to UCF

Hoops.
Text stop to end at
any time.

•

I.

Gr~b your cell phone.

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFHOOPS"

this message to 44636
4. Send
(41NFO).
5. UCF Knights Basketball
Begin receiving

Scores!

•

(!eutwtf 3f=foriba 31tturt

•,.

1The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFHOOPS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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OUR STANCE

Word vontit is the
dentise of the net

W.

hat is it about gi~
someone anonyrmty
that opens the floodgate t9 trash talking and ruthless
rants?
The second a Web site pops
up that allows users to hide
behind a random screen name or
anonymous post, a beast is
unleashed that may not ever be
tamed.
It is on these sites that a person's true colors come spewing
out by means of nasty comments, critical insights and even
hurtful personal information.
The sites get dirty and they
get dirty fast. In fact, they can
get so wicked that they may
even be causing physical harm to
some people.
For instance, a case was just
brought to a federal jury that
suggests that 49-year-old Lori
Drew conspired with her daughter Sarah Drew and her assistant
Ashley Grills to antagonize a 13year-old on MySpace.
After sending numerous hateful messages to Megan Meier
through the site, the girl eventually hanged herself after she
received a message stating that
the world would be better off
without her.
The threesome teamed up to
see if Meier was spreading
rumors about Sarah Drew, her
former best friend, by disguising
themselves as an imaginary
young boy named Josh Evans,
according to a report by
MSNBC.
Clearly, this is a case where
Internet bullying was taken to a

whole new level of absurdity.
these sites are, many of them
Not only did a full-grown
have a steady flow of visitors
woman become entranced in a
eaGh day looking for more juicy
middle school drama she, howgossip.
ever controversial, aided the
Sites like GreekRank.com
demise of an innocent young
belittle Greek life as a whole, but
girl
not a day goes by where some
So why is it that, even though
Greeks find themselves posting
these sites offer little to no good,
snide comments and rude
remarks on site.
they continue to pop up left and
right?
But will this madness ever
Perhaps Facebook and
stop? We don't know.
MySpace in their missions
However, a nationwide ad
appear legitimate, but even Face- campaign led by the National
book has allowed the addition of Crime Prevention Council hopes
a completely anonymous "Honto sway young people away from
esty Box'' application that allows cyber bullying.
users to say whatever they want
The campaign targets teens
by means of television commerto a person without that person
knowing their identity.
cials and information on their
Perhaps this was one ofFaceWebsite.
book's more risky ventures.
But no matter how much you
It allowed someone to launch tell kids to stop doing something,
the beginnings of an application
as long as their elders - that
dedicated to anonymity that
being the college students a few
could only lead to abuse, with
years ahead of them - continue
users writing whatever they
to participate, they're going to
want with no repercussions.
think it's OK to do it too.
·The truth of the matter is it
So the real question is
all boils down to one thing: It's
:whether or not there will be a
point in time when all of this
interesting.
With society's obsession with drama gets old and we find our. selves moving on. Will it be
reality television and constant
drama, these sites allow for a
when we graduate from college?
more personal plunge into the
Perhaps before then?
mess of it all
It certainly didn't pan out for
Lori Drew that way, as the craze
Not only can you witness the
drama, but now you can also cre- hit her at nearly 50 years old.
The fact of the matter is that
ate it.
It seems that these sites allow Internet trash talking is juvenile,
and we should all realize that
users to show the world how
discharging word vomit on the
shallow, hurtful and thoughtless
Internet only proves that Amerithey can be when given the
opportunity.
cans have a lot of growing up to
But as horrifying as some of
do.

Education benefits
front tuition hikes
Y

I

I

•
•

es it's true - Gov. Char- state to pay for most, if not all,
of the in-state college tuition
lie Crist, with the full
support of Florida public for Florida high school graduuniversity presidents including
ates.
UCF President John Hitt, has
Our lucrative lottery system
announced that he plans to
provides an unbelievable
opportunity for Florida stuallow all Florida public universities to raise tuition up to 15
dents to be able to go to colpercent annually.
lege, and perhaps it is the reaWe already know that this
son that four of Florida's ll
will elicit some backlash from
public universities are in the
top 25 largest for enrollment.
students who complain that
Under the proposal, Bright
school is expensive enough as
Futures won't be changed at all,
it is.
We can assure you, college is which might sound like a good
thing, but that means it won;t
not a low-cost venture, nor is it
cover any possible increase in
meant to be.
A cheap education is a
tuition.
More than anything, we
mediocre education, because,
want to see the Bright Futures
in this case, you truly get what
program have a stable future
you pay for.
because without it, many of us
UCF's student to faculty
would not have been able to
ratio is already the worst in the
afford college, or would have
nation at 28.8-to-l, according to
collegetoolkit.com, so without a had to resort to student loans.
We want the program to be
funding increase, l,JCF'f won't be
able to hire new faculty or start . there in the future, for our children, and our grandchildren to
new programs to g~t that numbe able to take advantage of.
ber back under control.
Part of the problem, which
.If you don't pay for your
own education, then you proba- this proposal fails to address, is
bly haven't heard this, but Flori- that the scholarship require·ments are far too low (an estida has the third-lowest tuition
average in the country - Neva- mated 40 percent of Florida
da and District of-C olumbia are undergrads receive it, according to an article by The Tampa
lower.
Tribune) and many of the stuAs of 2004, Florida's average
dents who receive it don't actµtuition rate was $2,633 per year,
ally need it, because they come
a pale comparison to most
from wealthier homes.
other states, where the average
Crist originally rallied
is $5,000 or more, according to
against raising college tuition in
libraryspot.com.
Florida as part of his campaign
On top of the already rockbottom prices for a college edu- platform, yet we have to welcome this apparent flip-flop in
cation in Florida, we have this
his political stance as it will be
fantastic scholarship program
a beneficial way to increase the
called Bright Futures, an
quality of education in the
unprecedented initiative by the

state.
At the press conference,
President of the University of
North Florida John Delaney
said, "Tuition for a full year of
college education in Florida is
cheaper than sending a 4-yearold to day care for a few hours
a day. It's just too cheap."
According to The New York
TI.mes, Crist's proposal could
raise $1.5 billion in the next
seven years, which would counteract the almost $200 million
that the state has cut from the
budgets in the last two years.
It's hard enough as it is to
graduate in four years.
When the university's budget is as tight as it is currently, it
causes faculty to get laid off,
which in turn means necessary
classes get canceled, and students are forced to postpone
their graduation another
semester or two.
According to Tribune article,
more than 40 percent of Florida
students don't finish their
undergraduate degree within
six years.
Charlie Crist's proposal is a
good start to fix the budget crisis in the State University System.
If we want to get a quality
education, we will simply have
to face the fact that it doesn't
come cheap.
Crist promised at the beginning of his term that he would
take a hard look at the status of
higher education in Florida,
and even though he would
rather not raise tuition, he has
made it clear that it is a necessary step to ensure the competitiveness of our universities.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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Academic success
trumps on-field wins

{

By now, everyone knows
cheated on an online test.
about Myron Rolle, the safety
UCF has had its recent prob<.,
lems - Cody Minnich's DUI,
for the Florida State football
team that earned a Rhodes
Phillip Smith's mysterious dis- ·
missal and Ricley Kay's advenScholarship on Saturday.
C
tures in the Towers come to
His achievements cannot
be understated, but they come
mind - but O'Leary has made it
on the heels of a programhis mission to get what he calls
wide cheating scandal that
''the right kids" into UCR
resulted in 22 players susYeah, he is abrasive, fabricated
pended in December and a
PADRICK BREWER his resume and can't even put
Editor-In-Chief
together a mediocre offense, but
brawl that had five players
suspended two weeks ago.
he is on top of the student-ath(
Not to mention Preston Parker's gun
letes' grades.
Since O'Leary: was hired by UCF, the
play in the offseason.
team's GPA has climbed from the
I have heard UCF fans frustrated with
abysmal 2.018 in 2003, and now it routine- . <
the current program, and my question is:
ly hovers around the 2.8 level
Do you really want to be FSD?
O'Leary has created an environment
Do UCF fans want a team that wins by
taking in young men with questionable
-where not being in class, where not grad(
uating, is not acceptable.
character, or do they want quality stuI am fine with the team not competing
dent-athletes who succeed off the field?
The answer should be the latter.
for national titles, or even conference or
In all likelihood, most of those studivision titles, as long as the program
continues to produce quality young men.
dent-athletes in the cheating scandal will
graduate, so there will probably be little
UCF fans should give Myron Rolle all
the respect in the world. He deserves
negative impact in the Academic
Progress Report, the most prominent
that, but they should also give thanks that
report on athletics academia
• they root for a team that may not be good
Sure, the UCF football team doesn't
but doesn't have to suspend one-fourth of
boast a Rhodes Scholar, but the team also its team for the beginning of the year.
Integrity is more important than victodoesn't boast more than 20 players who
ries, and character is more important
had to miss a bowl game and the first
three games of the season because they
than championships.
(

READER VIEWS

SQA was anything but a Grades should define
victim in impeachment what is needs-based
This letter is in response to Student
Government Association Speaker of the
Senate Brian W. Peterson's letter to the
editor published in the Nov.19th issue of
the Central Florida Future.
In regards to my impeachment proceedings, Speaker Peterson claims that,
"Both during and following the process,
SGA has been the victim of some extreme
and severe claims." However, he fails to
specify which claims he is referring to,
and he fails to substantiate how those
claims have victimized SGA.
Instead, he proceeds with a vague and
purely emotional argument stating his
good intentions, which he extrapolates to
SGA as a whole.
Contrary to Peterson's letter, the
claims of due process violations brought
forth by myself and partially by the ·
Future were not extreme attacks on SGA
as a whole. They were thoroughly documented and directed at the individuals
who were involved in violating SGA
Statutes, specifically Peterson, President
Pro Tempore Joseph Cowap, Legislative
Judicial & Rules Committee Chair
Thomas Oreste and Attorney General
Aida Latorre.
All of these individuals had the opportunity to refute my claims at the Judicial
Hearing on Oct. 22nd.
The Judicial Council ruled, "with a
vote of 8-0-0, that Webster Cook was
denied his due process rights on more
than one occasion during his impeachment process:' This included being
denied the right to refute the charges and
to cross-examine a key witness.
Meanwhile, Peterson claims that, "Student Government worked tirelessly to
ensure that the impeachment proceedings
were in strict compliance with state laws
and Student Body Statutes." SGA has
been the victim of its own leaders' incompetence, not extreme claims.
In the future, I strongly advise our
SGA representatives to improve their
image through hard work and noticeable
results, rather than by relying on Speaker
Peterson to do so with his childish
"Scrooge McDuck'' metaphors.

Let's see if I get Gov. Charlie Crist.
We need to raise the tuition so that
more poor people can afford college?
Thirty percent of the differential
tuition revenues would go toward needbased student aid. There's the rub. What
does need-based really mean?
Is a student-athlete attending college
on a full four-year scholarship and eating like a king, all while benefiting from
special medical care, count as needs
based?
They might not be attending classes
if not for their tackling or dunking skills.
Indeed, many of our present day
scholar athletes are need based, but
shouldn't their scholarships money
count towards that needs-based total
Crist?
How about the travel expenses, or
special means, medical attention and
private tutoring? Surely some of that
money counts towards the needs-based
total Crist?
How about the president ofFAU? He
has been consistently overachieving and
turning down raises year after year. No
other major college president (or governor) in Florida (possibly in America)
has been doing that.
How about tying tuition rates with
GPA rates? Make every student eligible
for college, but those that have a high
GPA should pay less as a reward for
their efforts.
Lets k!;!ep the brains in Florida by
rewarding the best to stay here and
attend Florida schools.
Needs-based tuition is fine as long s
the students have the grades to enter
college. It seems as if college has
become a birthright to a whole generation. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac got
the entire· country in severe trouble by
granting mortgages to those who would
not normally have qualified. Lets make
going to college a reward.
·
Kids always study hard to make sure
they pass their drivers tests so lets make
achieving high enough grades to actually qualify for college at least as desirable
as a drivers license to this generation.

-WEBSTER F. COOK

-BOBCROUCH
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'Ll&ii OPPORTUNITIES

~ ANNOUNCEMENTS
Your own 81.1/ts wJ •,1a1_ -.-i closet,
privcM battl. In Gated oomm. w/pool.
Fun & clean roommates. F only. $495
a mon. Call 407-340-9887
--,R,,____,
oom for
- rent in a nice clean quiet
OVledo home. Furnished or
unfurnished room-Inch.Ides utilities,

water, cable tv Md wireless Internet.
Available lmmedlately. Female only
apply. Call Mary at 407-608-0182
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For Listings 800-366-9783 X 8904

UCFFUTURETEACHERS
EDUCATION MAJORS
You need liability Insurance when
- you int.em. Join the N:EA Student
Program and the Student Aorlda
Education Assoelatlon at UCF. Be
part of the Professional Student
Organization for and about you!
Go to www.nea.org/student-program
to learn more. Or email our UCF
President. Monica Brock at
mbrock@knlghts.ucf.edu

~26/mo 3/1 W/0, utlllt.es lnclud d
16 min frtim ucr and Viiilenela
AV fl bl now, qulltt neighborhood
G 4 (J/37 1?.::>.3 l<oY pb@tx.netcom.com

3br/3,5b 2 c r garage, 1704
,aq,ft townhou • In Avalon Park.
ch bdrm hH prlvatt full b11th.
W h r/Dry•r Included. Avall Aaep.
•1495 Incl water.Call Rick 407-.i01·
11037
WIit rford l#kea:
Llug w t1trfrc,n\ homes & townhomee

3, 4 tt, s bdrm $1,::>115 tt, rip. Yard Incl.
407•780-07 R 1tn1orro o@hotmall com
www, orR ntN rUCF.com

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

Rooms For Rent (Females Only)
lndlVldual Lease $485/month
Including utilities. cable, internet,
washer and dryer.
Avaflable Immediately.
Contact (352) 267-9144

$200 Sale! Includes Roundtrlp
Cruise, 4 Nights Beachfront Hotel,
Meals & #1 Parties!
Text Message: SPRINGBREAK
to 313131 to redeem salel
Limited Space, Book Nowt
1-877-997-8747
www.XtremeTrlps.com
DOWN
1 Lamontgr's cry
2 Black-Gnd·

Two rooms available

)IOIIOW lllil'1Q81

5 min from UCF and downtown w/
shared bathroom for $475 each. 10 MB
Internet and utilities Included. Call Matt
at 863-447-0852

3 Oporatlc song
4 Terrlblo c:c11r?
5 Snar111
O Carrying a
burcfon

4·1 Oolror WYI Uri
1lu111ttlllk liutr111a

43
4
4f
49

Hlloh II
Htlh I'll

l:lcht11p

111'.1 WClotf I heJ]llr
511hll'\'l0J Ml

Room In 4/2 apt. at Pegasus Pointe. All
utll/cable Incl. Students only. $495/mo
WIii pay 1st mo. & fees. Avail. Dec. 1st.
Call Michelle 832-419-8706
Female wanted for 4/4 at Science
Drive. Available January. $599/month,
utll, Incl, Furnished. Call Bonnie 239. 691-1403
- =R-o-om_fo_r_re
- ntatt_h_e_L_o_fts
___3/3_,__
furnished, W/0. F roommates. Clean,
Qui t. $580/mon. All util. Incl. Avail
J nuary. C II Natalie 786'556-1618

Located Near Campus
- - 407-679-2700 - - - - t
www.workforstudents.com
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